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Porto Montenegro has been distinguished as one 
of the most exclusive destinations in the world, 

with its luxury boutiques, outstanding real estate 
and award-winning superyacht services. 

 
Both the Regent Hotel extension and the opening 

of the Yacht Club this summer season has brought 
with them additional, exceptional services and amenities. 

However, there has been one major asset that has been missing 
from our offering : Contemporary Art.

 
We are delighted to welcome the international 

group Bel-Air Fine Art.
For their first Art Exhibition they will be in partnership with Gayo 
Gallery, displaying 21 sculptures from internationally acclaimed 
and renown artists around the superyacht marina, nautical village 

as well as the Yacht Club.
 

We certainly hope that you will enjoy this artistic journey 
and the remarkable displays.

 
Yours faithfully,

Desko Portic
Operations Director

Under the high patronage 
of Minister of Culture Janko Ljumović

Curated by



A Venezuelan born in 1947 in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, US. He studied Fine Arts in Canada, the United 
States, and Venezuela. His artistic trajectory dates back to a very early age. He took drawing and 
painting at the Museo de Bellas Artes in Caracas, Venezuela, achieving his first recognition with the 
award «National Youth Painting» in 1963. Upon completing his basic studies in Venezuela and Canada, he 
received a scholarship from J. Walter Thompson International to attend the Ontario College of Art in 
Toronto, Canada, graduating with honors in «Pure Art» and «Communication and Design».
He received a scholarship from New York University (US) to attend its Graduate Program for «Fine 
Arts» and «Monumental Sculpture Techniques».
He was granted several national and international awards: «The Sculpture Award», Ernesto Avellán 
Exhibition; the McLean Foundation Scholarship, the highest award offered by the Ontario College of 
Art, Canada; the «Excelentísima Diputado Pronvicial de la Frontera» Decoration, for his Monumental 
Sculpture titled «Tercer Horizonte», to commemorate 500 years of America’s Discovery, in Palos de 
la Frontera, Huelva, Spain; «Second Prize» at the Sofia Imber Caracas Contemporary Museum’s Biennial 
of Visual Arts, in Venezuela; the «Conferry Award», First Sculpture Biennial, Francisco Narváez 
Contemporary Art Museum, Margarita Island, Venezuela; «Artist of the Year ‘95», Etiqueta Magazine, 
Caracas, Venezuela; Decoration by Carupano Township, in Sucre State, Venezuela.
Throughout his carreer as an artist, Rafael Barrios has worked as Art Director for UNESCO; 
as Creative Consultant for «Latin Touch» cinematographic creations; as Stage Designer for Chris 
Von Wangenheim in Vogue and Esquire magazines, in New York, US. He was a Professor of Three-
Dimensional and Advertising»,at the Neumann Design Foundation, in Caracas, Venezuela; Stage Designer 
for «DanzaHoy»’s presentation in Expo-Sevilla, Spain; and Stage Designer for Hervé Leger in his 
«Carrouselle du Louvre» show, in Paris, France.
Many of his pieces can be found in public spaces, such as the Murals atFundación Polar, in Caracas; 
Art et Industry, New York; Coca-Cola International Headquarters in New York; Monumental Sculptures 
at Sofia Imber’s Caracas Museum of Contemporary Art; Banco Consolidado (now CorpBanca)’s 
Headquarters in Caracas; the Seguros Venezuela Building in Caracas; and Procter & Gamble’s 
Headquarters in Caracas.
Rafael Barrios has shown in the United States, Europe, South America, and other Latin American 
countries, as well as in the Middle East. His work can be found in permanent collections in the Ontario 
Art Gallery and the Carmen Lammana Foundation in Toronto, Canada; also in th National Art Gallery in 
Caracas; the Sofia Imber’s Caracas Museum of Contemporary Art; as well as in the private collections 
of HRH Don Juan Carlos de Borbón, King of Spain (Levitating Simetry); and the collection of HRH 
Gloria, Princess of Germany.
In 1973, renowned futurist Marshall McLuhan said in a lecture at the University of Toronto: «The 
work of Rafael Barrios is like fresh fruit for thought.» Rafael Barrios plays with shapes, altering 
the laws of geometry, fabling volume in space. His sculptures are characterized by breaking orthodox 
directionality, accessing new possibilities of perception.
Vertiginous elevations cause his virtual works to seemingly erect upon themselves, defying the laws 
of space, alleviating bodies that should be subject to gravity. Rafael Barrios’ works are identifiable 
by a set of dynamics, levity, strength, and magnetism, which is imprinted on each individual creation in 
order to reach the beholder’s spirit.

Rafael BARRIOS

Basculée FM3 - Iridescent Blue
Handmade lacquered stainless steel
Original edition 3 ex + A.P.
348 x 185 x 95 cm (137 x 73 x 37 inches)



Philippe Berry was born in 1956, in Paris. He is a sculpture, drawer and painter.

He begins working as graphic designer and then as model maker, later he becomes an artistic director 
in many advertising agencies. In 1974 he started studying at ESAG, the drawing school in Penninghen. 
In 1980 he creates cinema posters and theatre sceneries. Berry begins painting in 1984 and then he 
consecrate his creative expression to the sculpture.

His plastic research is focused about the materials and the physical forces like the equilibrium. The 
artist plays with his ironic sensibility about the contrast between the heaviness and the lightness.  
The Philippe Berry work achieves a great success and he realizes institutional commission, like the 
fountain sculpture for the France embassy in Zimbabwe, or the monumental sculpture for the Pathé 
multiplex in Marseille.

Philippe BERRY

Trois Grands Ballons
Resin and Car Paints
Original edition 8 ex + 4 A.P.
150 x 300 x 150 cm (59 x 118 x 59 inches)



Born in Paris in 1968, his family, originating from Nice. Stéphane Cipre moved to the French Riviera at 
the age of four. His artistic career began in 1997 after studying Fine Arts and Art History. His early 
works can be described as an academic figuration and rapidly became more and more graphic, now seen 
in his actual works. 

Naturally, like a child walking his first steps, Stéphane started integrating writing into his work. 
For Stéphane, it’s a revelation. The words and what they mean, are now one. With righteousness and 
precision, Stéphane revisits the writing, so that it now forms its subject. His art is amazing, a confusion 
between the signified and the signifier, which both complement each other and become inseparable. 
At the same time, it is «art as a commodity» that inspires the sculptor. Deeply affected in his youth 
of losing local shops and artisans, Stéphane Cipre, through his art, snubs globalization. Which by 
nature is intangible and therefore valuable, but once in the hands of the artist, becomes valued as 
an ordinary consumer product!Whether they are strapped, compressed, sequenced or on transport 
pallets, the letters ART twist perfectly, a dissonant reality in which everything becomes commercial.

A true artist of his generation, Stéphane Cipre works as much on his computer as in his studio—
giving birth to his sculptures.Stéphane’s work is intercontinental, satisfying several foundations and 
collectors around the world.

Stéphane CIPRE

Dog XL alu
Aluminium casting sculpture
Original edition 8 ex + 4 A.P.
110 x 150 x 70 cm (43 x 59 x 28 inches)

Market 160
Aluminium casting sculpture
Original edition 8 ex + 4 A.P.
135 x 150 x 85 cm (53 x 59 x 33 inches)

Red fish 160
Aluminium casting sculpture
Original edition 8 ex + 4 A.P.
180 x 65 x 60 cm (71 x 26 x 24 inches)



Mauro Corda was born in Arrens, France, in 1960.
Mauro Corda’s figurative sculptures maintain a reverence for classical and modernist traditions, 
while also expressing the artist’s voice. Though born in France, the artist hails from a family of Italian 
stonecutters and received his education at the École des Beaux-Arts in Paris. Working in metals such 
as bronze, aluminum, and stainless steel, Corda adheres to a mostly classical notion of the figure, yet 
he deviates from historical tradition by placing his figures in unusual poses or by adding unexpected 
elements. His sculpture The Reliquary, for example, includes a syringe embedded into a gilt-bronze 
arm. 
This element adds an enigmatic and poetic quality to the work, and identifies the sculpture as a 
contemporary object despite its traditional form and material.

Mauro CORDA

Barracuda
Aluminium casting
Original edition 8 ex + 4 A.P.
90 x 178 x 48 cm (35 x 70 x 19 inches)

Saint Pierre
Aluminium sculpture
Original edition 8 ex + 4 A.P.
120 x 120 x 50 cm (47 x 47 x 20 inches)



Le temps qui passe
Bronze sculpture
Original edition 8 ex + 4 A.P.
190 x 185 x 25 cm (75 x 73 x 10 inches)

Nathalie Decoster has lived and worked in Paris since 1985. After having started out in decorative art 
studios, she perfected her technique with an experienced sculptor. It has advanced her skills that 
then allowed her to develop her own creations and new materials.As a well-known French sculptor, 
her works have been showcased in many cities all over the world, such as New York, London, Paris, 
São Paulo, Shanghai, Hong Kong, Shenzhen and Macau.
 
She creates her sculptures, peopled with bronze figures, which tell universal philosophical or 
humorous tales.places human figures in the context of huge geometric shapes, using materials such 
as bronze, concrete and even mattress springs in her works. Her sculptures are whimsical at the same 
time embodying the essence of timelessness, universality, and humanity.
 
She has long worked essentially with steel, bronze and also aluminum, stainless steel, and concrete, 
completing her work on transparency with pieces in which spaces cut through substantial volumes. 
Recently, she has also introduced the primary red (a symbol of life) into her art language.
 
She uses a vocabulary which is recognizably her own. She sets her very ‘Art Brut’ figure (her 
messenger) in minimalist geometric form to convey philosophical messages of the human condition. 
With a dash of humor, viewers are drawn to be conscious of the absurdities in the modern human lives, 
allowing us to identify ourselves, and giving us the secret to serenity. 

Nathalie DECOSTER



Beyond the Golden Mean, 2014
Patinated bronze sculpture
Original edition of 3 ex
380 x 136 x 96 cm (150 x 54 x 38 inches)

Carole Feuerman is recognized as one of the world’s most renowned, influential and popular hyperrealist 
sculptors. She is even one of the pioneering figure of american hyperrealism which emerged around 
1970 in relation to photorealist painting. Feuerman’s sculptures have always visualized a natural beauty 
and a sense of inner peace.

She has been the subject of five museum retrospectives to date. Her works continue to be exhibited 
worldwide. In Italy, she has exhibited four times at the Venice Biennale, the Piazza della Repubblica, and 
the Teatro Romano e Museum Civico in Fiesole. In Asia, she has exhibited in Harbour City in Hong Kong, 
The National Museum of China in Shanghai, and the Daejeon Museum and Suwon Museums in Korea. Her 
selected private collectors include the Emperor of Japan, President William & Hillary Clinton and 
Malcolm Forbes.

Carole FEUERMAN



Hiro Ando was born in 1973 on the island of Shikoku in Japan. In 1995, Hiro Ando began a career 
as an illustrator after graduating from the university of tama art in Tokyo. In 2005, he founded an 
artists’ studio in Tokyo with another artist, Saori Nakamishi to manage the creation and promotion of 
other young neo-pop artists who include their own popular culture in their creations. Today around 
10 artists are part of this studio «crazynoodles». 

Hiro Ando is a polyvalent artist. He has used oil on canvas, digital supports and worked in video art. 
Hiro’s technique consists in elaborating several basic sketches before painting on the canvas. The last 
take shapes and emerges from the streets of Tokyo by night, they are clad with colors and graphics 
and move in groups. Hiro paints dark urban landscapes with red fish scattered in the canvas. The mix of 
the two topics makes the whole canvas both dynamic and violent, with an odd feeling of eternity due to 
the red fish which are reminiscent of ancient Japanese paintings and watercolors. Just recently Hiro 
added sculpture to his large spread of media and started working on a series of sculptures which 
were inspired by his Japanese popular culture. In this way, the cat, which in Japan is a lucky charm in 
the form of the maneki-neko, comes in a variety of traditionnal japanese figures such as the samurai 
or the sumo. He translates this theme in a very modern way. The shiny and smooth materials, the bright 
colors, the sharp but rounded shapes of Hiro Ando’s sculptures take us to the world of mangas in 
which the artist’s generation grew up in. 

The art of Hiro Ando is the meeting between the Meiji era and the manga, it is shogun in pokemon land, 
it is traditionnal Japan viewed through young eyes : it definitely is Japanese neo pop art.

Ando HIRO

Super sumo black
Painted resin sculpture
Original edition of 12 ex
150 x 150 x 90 cm (59 x 59 x 35 inches)

Super urban orange
Painted resin sculpture
Original edition 8 ex + 4 A.P.
150 x 100 x 60 cm (59 x 39 x 24 inches)

Super urban pink kitty
Painted resin sculpture
Original edition 8 ex + 4 A.P.
150 x 100 x 60 cm (59 x 39 x 24 inches)

Super samurai red
Painted resin sculpture
Original edition of 12 ex
150 x 120 x 65 cm (59 x 47 x 26 inches)

Super samurai silver
Painted resin sculpture
Original edition 8 ex + 4 A.P.
150 x 120 x 65 cm (59 x 47 x 26 inches) 

Super sumo Cat white
Painted resin sculpture
Original edition of 12 ex
150 x 150 x 90 cm (59 x 59 x 35 inches)



Wild Kong bleu Mauritius
Resin sculpture

Original edition 8 ex + 4 A.P.
300 x 230 x 100 cm (118 x 91 x 39 inches)

Wild panther - black W/Bright eyes
Resin sculpture
Original edition 8 ex + 4 A.P.
(70 x 150 x 40 cm (28 x 59 x 16 inches)

Richard Orlinski is a French artist who was born in Paris in 1966. In 2004 he started to make 
sculptures and has always been surrounded of a team of highly skilled technicians. His artworks, 
designed with the concept «Born Wild» reflect the main values in a contemporary style, which never 
yields to the trash, the extravagance or the ephemeral.

His works touch a wide audience, including children fascinated by his iconic creations. Orlinski has 
been guest of honour at Art Elysées Fair, Art Paris Fair, Artiferia in Bologna and Cannes, Deauville 
and Cabourg Festival.
In 2010 he was the second best-selling contemporary French artist’s in France by Art Price and two 
of his artworks are among the 10 highest auctions of 2011.

Richard Orlinski sculpts to sublimate reality and creates living, beautiful and timeless artworks that 
arouse emotion in the public’s eyes. Richard Orlinski mainly uses contemporary materials such as resin 
and aluminum, but also marble, stone and bronze.

The challenge of Richard Orlinski through the concept «Born Wild» is about transforming negative 
vital impulses to positive emotions, to pass from primordial instinct to civilized emotion. The vectors 
of this metamorphosis are the aesthetics of the work, the quest of perfection and the viewer’s 
perception. Orlinski thinks that art is accessible to everybody; he creates works of art that act on 
our impulses, our archaisms.

Richard ORLINSKI



Lettere Implose
Carrara marble
One of a kind original artwork
160 x 233 x 164 cm (63 x 92 x 65 inches)

The contemporary italian artist Rabarama is considered an all-round artist by her critics and most 
demanding collectors, thanks to the steady flow of official recognition and awards she has received 
on the national and international art scene.
Her production is quite eclectic and varied and includes terracotta sculptures, painted bronze, pieces 
in marble and glass, oil paintings, resin inclusions, artistic gold jewels, recent rubber monotypes 
and graphic work.
In the past few years a large number of exhibitions have been organized and she has enjoyed international 
acclaim: Beijing, Shangai, Caracas, Holland, Mexico City, Paris (an event in which wonderful monumental 
sculptures are exposed in Paris’s most beautiful squares such as Place de la Sorbonne and Place du 
Panthéon), Miami, Saint Tropez, Florence.
Rabarama’s artistic value is confirmed by her extraordinary participation to the Biennale of Venice, the 
54th International Art Exhibition, where she was chosen as artist for the Italian Pavilion.

In March 2013 there has been a momentous event in Las Vegas starring Rabarama: Cirque du Soleil 
made show inspired by her art and presented a sculpture of the Artist which had been auctioned for 
charity purposes.

Starting from spring 2013 contemporary italian artist Rabarama monumental works, bronzes and 
marbles, have been exhibited on Versilia seaside and at Pisa Airport, thanks to the collaboration with 
the Henraux Foundation. The exhibition has gone on afterward in the city of Lucca, along the beautiful 
walls of the medieval town.

RABARAMA



Jean-Philippe Richard has been a modeller for over thirty years. His view on sculpture is figurative, 
exclusively exploring non-realistic female form. He is a self-taught sculptor and works without 
model, which allows him to overcome the restraints of reality. He is an experienced technician despite 
his unconventional training: his first pieces made of bronze were cast in a craft foundry he created 
on his own in his Provencal village, where he has been based since the mid-1970’s. He then became 
intereted in in crystal casting, creating sculptures such as « Emeraude », before becoming one of the 
leading artists of the crystal manufacturer Daum. His latest experiences have lead him to use white 
or colored enamel, silver plating or nickel plating over large pieces, because, for Jean-Philippe 
Richard; the concept does not precede creation but is implied within the material. 

His sculptures are recognizable thanks to their refined shape, that remains partially clamped in a 
rough base. The result, which is always striking, is a balance between a model sticking out of a crude 
mass and a visible impulse that makes the work of art look like it’s ready to fly off. Rodin’s influence 
is unquestionable. The artist does not hesitate to acknowledge the master: it can be observed in 
«Devant la mer» or in nude figures such as «Pleine lune», and more recently in the series of «Femmes 
étoiles». These highly sensual but delicate works reveal, in their smooth motion, the power of shapes. 
The bodies are naked, even if sometimes pieces of well-draped fold of fabric remain along the curves, 
as in «Angelica». 

Nevertheless, the work of Jean-Philippe Richard is primarily known for a second group of sculptures, 
made of profiles which are easily recognizable thanks to their shape, which looks like a stretched 
out «S». 
These sculptures display an upright lean style and the sculptor does not hesitate on reworking 
the sacred Korè, an ancient Greek sculpture of the archaic period: serene face, thin body, arms 
restrained by a draped fabric, and, towards the bottom, the base may come back to its original, mineral 
form. Paradoxically, even though the bodies of his women are restrained and stretched out, they are 
also respected and idealized. The artist does not hesitate to emphasize on the anatomy of his models in 
order to reach his ideal of beauty, as Ingres did. Thus, for his full-length works, the artist is fond 
of a solemn hieratic figure, cut off the outside world, sculpted in the round. The sculptor shows 
in these works the manifestation of sensitivity; these women are beings lost in a parallel world that 
we are looking at from the outside, a world of a binary rhythms, symbolized by both strength and 
gentleness. 

In this way, Jean-Philippe Richard gives to contemporary figurative sculpture a new simplicity in the 
representation of women as in ancient statuary. Classic and contemporary, he is an uncommon but 
popular artist, even if he has gone against the grain of the contemporary art world: the sculptor 
directs his work more and more towards timeless concepts of art: harmony, beauty, sensitivity, 
feelings. He has said: «Each sculpture should constitute an absolute maximum with few elements. 
Especially for the essential things: for example, to be able to see an expression even in an eyeless 
face». 

Jean-Philippe RICHARD

Astrée
Bronze sculpture
Original edition 8 ex + 4 A.P.
165 x 0 cm (65 x 0 inches)

Daphné
Bronze sculpture
Original edition 8 ex + 4 A.P.
140 x 25 x 25 cm (55 x 10 x 10 inches)

Alexandra
Bronze sculpture
Original edition 8 ex + 4 A.P.
170 x 0 cm (67 x 0 inches)



ORLINSKI BARRIOSBERRY


